Hello,
Thanks for requesting Dream World Northwest to build a custom insert for your cabinet and sewing machine. We want to ensure
that you are receiving the insert of your liking.
The cost of this custom insert will range based on the size from $109.00 - $153.00 + shipping (MSRP)
In order to make this custom Insert, we have provided our standard Insert placement details below with options to allow you to
modify these. When we design our Inserts, we try to have at least 1-1/2” of space between the sewing machine and cabinet on all
sides to make what we feel is a stable product.
Please note: it has been requested by cabinet manufacturers to center large machines on the lift to ensure it does not compromise
the integrity of the cabinet lift. Requests outside of this may void the warranty on your cabinet.
We have provided a diagram to help show you what measurements we need to create your custom insert.

We will need the following:
Make of Machine: ___________ Model of Machine: _________________
If Known: Make of Cabinet: ____________________ Model: _________________
Please indicate the dimensions of your cabinet opening in 1/16”-increments (note exact measurements and we will shave down
1/16” to fit in opening):
Left to Right :________

Front to Back:_________

Does the insert need to have a lip to sit in the opening?: __________
(If no, is there a ¼ ledge built into the cabinet for the insert to sit on?)
The standard position of the machine in the cabinet opening from front to back is centered. Will this work for you? ___________
(If no, please indicate in measurements of 1/16”-increments how far from the front of the opening to the front of the skinny freearm
you wish to have your machine sit:)
The standard position of the machine from left to right is to have approximately 1"-3” to the right of the machine to allow room for
the machine to lower up and down on the lift. The gap allows room for the handwheel and cords that typically are located on the
right of the machine. Will this work for you? _____________
(If no, please indicate in 1/16”-increments how much space you will have between the right of the machine and the right of the
cabinet opening)
Do you plan to use a knee lift with this insert? ________

(If YES, please indicate in 1-16"-increments how far from the left/tip of the freearm to the left of the cabinet opening you will have
your machine)
Can you please share with me some information on the corners in the cabinet opening. Are the rounded or square? __________
If rounded what is the size of the diameter? We find the easiest way to get this information is to use common household items.
Please tell us if the best match to the corner would be a dime, nickel, quarter or half dollar (US currency). If US currency is not
available, other house hold items like a paperclip or sheet of paper that might share that corner diameter. ______
If they are square please confirm it is square 90 degree angle like a sheet of paper. _______
Are you able to micro-adjust the lift on your cabinet? _______
The insert is designed to sit only on the outside edges of the cabinet, never to be resting or touching the machine. You may have to
adjust your cabinet lift to make the insert sit as designed. The inserts are typically designed for sewing purposes only. The insert is
designed to fit snuggly around the free arm with the accessory tray always being removed. We do make some inserts that work for
embroidery and serger machines. Please let us know if you are interested in these options. We are happy to accommodate other
special requests as well with proper measurements and pictures if needed.
Our goal is to get you the right insert the first time. If you decide you do not like the placement requested the first time there is a
$25 fee for a 2nd revision.
Simply hit "Reply All" to fill-in these measurements.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Customer Service Team
Dream World Northwest
P: 800-837-3261 | F: 800-270-3426
Visit our website: www.sewsteady.com
Questions: info@sewsteady.com
Orders: orderdesk@sewsteady.com
Subscribe to our YouTube: www.youtube.com/c/SewSteady
Stay in Touch: Join our Mailing List
Join our Private Facebook Groups: Westalee By Me and Westalee Events
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